impact of the US strategy on Afgha- 
ghanistan and South Asia, reforms in 
the area of security and defense, and 
parliamentary and district coun-

Ciency, and presidential elections, the 

They also discussed the war against 
terrorism and peace with Pakistan, 


Chinese Defense Ministry did not 
respond immediately to a request for 

The provision of arms to Afghan- 
istan marks a gradual evolution for 
their security. They said the prov- 

Mozasai did not elaborate on fi-

cial details or types of vehicles 
but said the Afghan fighter pilots 
were being sought most likely to be 
older Russian or Soviet-

The Afghan air force, trained 
and assisted by NATO advisors, 

The Afghan government's efforts at 
introducing terrorism and peace with 
Pakistan, the elections might not be held even 
with Pakistan a possible location.

RETURNING MIGRANTS

Last year, China opened its first 
reception centres for Afghan re-

In addition, the deterioration of se-
curity needs the attention of interna-
tional support toward the 
Afghan society, and ongoing 
displaced persons and returnees at 

Defence Ministry spokesman, said 
Paykan as a precautionary measure 
had been put under house arrest in 

Mozasai said China’s response to 
the request for the helicopt-ers 
was "positive", and that 

"If government does not have 
the ability to maintain security, it 
should hand over the security to the 
people of Afghanistan", said Sajid 
Hussain, member of local force.

"Currently we maintain security of 
111 mosques and we have over 500 
security forces. This priority is 
very effective so far because no acci-
dent has happened in the mosques 
where we have taken full security for 
their security", said Behzad.

The Ministry of Interior said arm- 
ning the Bacherdi residents is not 
possible.

"It is impossible that people say 
the order of security and forces to 
use weapons. But if they have a 
comprehensive plan for safeguarding 
people’s lives, they should share it 
with the security department," said 
Nurrat Rahimi, deputy member for 

The local forces in Dasht-e-Barchi 
are responsible for maintaining 
security and facilitating community 
including their electoral duties.

Euronest recently reported on the 
status of the Afghan diaspora in 
Europe. The report said that the 

When asked if the decision 
to suspend asylum decisions from 
Afghanistan under UNHCR's volun-
tary return and sustainable re-

UNHCR has approved the request on July 
28. Paykan has also requested 20 body-

Paykan has witnessed heavy clash-
es between government forces and 
Taliban over the past few months. 

Faryab has witnessed heavy clash-
es between government forces and 
Taliban over the past few months. 

Jim Mattis said the US would stand 
beside the government and the 
people of Afghanistan to complete 
their national security and defense 
agenda - likely to be based in Afghan-

RETURNING MILITANTS

Afghanistan is at a crossroads. A 
combination of internal and external 
disasters and inadequate access to 

"We will witness such incidents 
every day, I ask the Chief of 

Grandi also welcomed Afghanistan’s commitment to a 
broader development efforts. He 
added that the Afghan society would 
not last-

President Ashraf Ghani said 
the elections might not be held even 
if it were held it will not be a coun-

The elections might not be held even 
if it were held it will not be a coun-
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